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UNIT 1
COMMUNICATION

1. Complete the definitions with a suitable adjective from the box.

1. If you do not  easily show your feelings or express your opinions, you are 
……………

2. If you do not lose sight of the main message when you speak, you are 
………………

3. If you express your ideas in a clear and structured way, you are 
…………………… and ………………………. .

4. If you are happy and lively in social situations, you are ………………………………. 
.

5. If you are  ……………… , you are embarrassed and find it difficult to behave 
naturally.

6. If you are ………………… to other people’s needs or feelings, you care about 
them and try not to cause offence.
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sensitive coherent extrovert focussed inhibited reserved articulate



2. Complete the sentences with the correct form of a word from the box.

1. The presenter …………… a little to give the audience some background information.
2.  Despite your explanations, I’m not sure I understand, so I hope you ……………… your 

position soon.
3. Good communicators avoid complicated terminology and jargon so as not to 

………..their listeners.
4. Our discussion was ……………… by several phone calls, so I soon lost the thread.
5. The best sales reps are those who can ………… with customers as well as with 

colleagues.
6. Practical examples, illustrations and graphs can all be more useful than words 

when you are trying to ………… something complex.
7. The speaker tended to …………… a lot, so that many in the audience forgot what the 

main topic was or stopped ……………… altogether.

3. Translate the sentences above from English into Russian.
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clarify confuse digress engage explain interrupt listen ramble
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UNIT 2
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

1. Choose the correct  items from the box to complete the pairs of 
synonyms below.
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domestic    increasing    overseas    saturate    get a foothold in
expanding    launch    retreat from    withdraw    license

a growing market
to introduce a product
international markets
to break into a market
to pull out of a market

= an ……………. market
= to ………………a product
= ………………….markets
= to ………………a market
= to ……………….a market



2. Add the appropriate items form the box to the nouns below to make 
compounds.

   marketing

     market

     sales
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brand         leader          segment           consultancy          price 
strategy          figures      product          targets

range

design

loyalty

image

range

rise

……………

……………

……………

3. Make up your own six sentences using the compounds from the previous task. 
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INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

Multiple choice
Complete this text using the best word from the list below.



Writing
Read the e-mail opposite from your company’s HR manager.
Write a reply in approximately 200 words . Use  the vocabulary from Units 1 

and 2.
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